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spur, it ceased altogether. Now our cars detected only
the shriller rattle of the glacier torrent. In front of us,
guarded by a white chorten^ were the scattered houses of
Milong, the little path threading its way amongst
cultivated terraces, whose banks were smothered beneath
masses of golden St. John's wort, white jasmine and pink
Deutzia. Arrived at the chief's house, 1 sat down under
a weeping willow and had lunch while, we changed porters
and made enquiries about reaching the glacier.
Above Milong a path led up the stony valley, crossed
the torrent by a wooden cantilever bridge, and ascended
great mounds of earth and rock fragments, covered with
flowering shrubs and trees—roses, barberry, Hippophac,
Euonymus, Ailanthus, poplar, maple, willow, hazel and
many more. We were walking along the summit of an
ancient moraine 350 feet above the present, ice level
and nearly a mile below the snout of the glacier.
Presently we entered the forest. Here one of the most
conspicuous features was a magnificent conifer with
very much the habit of a pine, and bearing small spherical
cones. The path skirts the extreme edge of a tremendous
precipice, at the foot of which flows the glacier, rent:
by many longitudinal crevasses and numerous shallow
grooves cut out by streams, though otherwise the gently
curved surface of the ice was remarkably smooth. An
occasional echo as rocks and stones clattered into a crev-
asse was the only sound which floated up from below,
la some places the path was hacked out of the cliff
on our right, in other places it followed a natural ledge,
or a few logs were thrown across a gap in the cliff. Sud-
denly we came out into a small open space where stood
a mani pyramid, its base lapped by a surf of blue irises
frothing into flower,. Here, on the very brink of the

